
Grade K Science 

Duration TEK Concept/ Unit Key Understanding Materials/Resources Assessment Stem 

Activities Used

1st 9  Unit 01: Exploring Environmentally 

Weeks Appropriate and Responsible 
Practicesfor our Environment

Nature of Science- Safety, Systems- Ecosystems, It is important to know how to keep ourselves and others Subject Appropriate Books L= Draw a picture of yourself being safe.

Change-Solutions safe. Science Stations
Poems M=Dramatize how to keep yourself safe by following

the classroom and school rules.
H= Communicate to your neighbor how you could
use school safety to stay safe at home.

1st 9 Unit 02: Exploring Matter and Energy
Weeks

Properties- Matter Objects have observable properties that can be used to Subject Appropriate Books L=Match the object by their textures.

Change- Energy, Change- Matter describe and sort them. Science Stations

Objects have weight (mass) that can be compared. Poems M=Select the appropriate clothing for different

Our skin is the part of our body that senses how things feel. climate changes.

Objects have textures. Textures can describe the H=Decide what type of outfit you would need to 

appearance and feel of a surface. wear depending on the outside conditions.

Some properties of an object are dependent on the 

conditions of the present surroundings in which the

objects exist. For example: temperature- hot or cold

1st 9 Unit 03: Exploring Force, Motion, and EnergyMagnets interact with different materials. Some materials

Weeks Properties- Objects attract a magnet and others do not. Magnets come in Subject Appropriate Books L= Tell me how we move things.

Patterns- Motion different sizes. Science Stations- Magnets

Nature of Science- Communicating Conclusions, Things move in different ways. Poems M=Predict what will happen to an object when 

Change-Force and Motion The location of an object can be described. put into motion.

H=Develop an activity using marbles, magnets,

blocks, boards, and tubes to show energy and

force. 

2nd Nine Unit 04: Exploring Earth Materials Rocks can be described and compared by their properties Subject Appropriate Books L= Sort the rocks based on their attributes.

Weeks including size, shape, color, and texture. Science Stations

Properties- Objects, Properties-Physical Chunks of rocks come in many sizes and shapes from Poems M=Chart rocks into 2 categories to create a graph.

Systems- Earth, Nature of Science boulders to grains of sand and even smaller. Rocks are

Properties- Objects, Nature of Science useful in many different ways around the school and at H=Build a structure that will float on water to

Properties-Objects home. determine how many rocks it will hold.

Systems- Earth Water has properties that can be observed and described.

Nature of Science Water is useful.

Soil is useful. 

2nd Nine Unit 05: Weather Weather can be observed and described. Calendar- Chart and Tally Weather L= Identify hot and cold on a thermometer.



Weeks Patterns- Events Weather has patterns. Weather changes from day to day. Calendar- Seasons

Nature of Science- Communicating Data Knowing the weather will help us plan what we will wear M=Separate pictures found in a magazine to 

Change- Cycles what we will do. show different kind of weather and create a poster.

Nature of Science- Safety Heat from the Sun warms the air and objects around you.

Weather changes over the seasons. H= Categorize activities that you would do at 

There are four seasons that cycle through the year: different times of the year depending on the 

Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn. weather outside.
Seasons have a repeating pattern.

3rd Nine Unit 06: Exploring Space Day and night is the result of the rotation of the Earth. Subject Appropriate Books L= Draw what you would be doing during the day

Weeks The Earth takes approximately 24 hours to complete one Science Stations and what you would be doing at night.

Nature of Science- Critical Thinking rotation. Poems

Patterns- Events It is day on the side of Earth that faces the Sun. M= Diagram the objects you would see at night and

Change- Patterns We can observe objects in the sky, such as the Moon, the during the day.

Change- Cycles Sun, and stars. 

The Sun is our nearest star. H=Decide what is closer to the Earth- the Sun or

Objects in the sky can be described and illustrated. the moon.

3rd Nine Unit 07: Exploring Characteristics and Things can be classified as living organisms and nonliving Subject Approprtiate Books L=Sort living and nonliving pictures into appropriate 

Weeks Basic Needs of Living Organisms objects. Science Stations cateogies.

Living organisms can be identified by specific characteristicsPoems

Properties- Living vs Nonliving including basic needs. M= Illustrate some of the living and nonliving things

Properties- Organisms Nonliving objects can be identified by properties. you see at home.

Properties-Objects Living organisms have basic needs that must be met in order

Systems-Living to survive. H= Organize living and nonliving things into 2 

Systems- Surviva categories based on their needs. 

4th Nine Unit 08: Exploring Weather: Weather changes day to day. Subject Appropriate Books L=Record weather changes from day to day.

Weeks A Final Look Different types of weather have different forms of Calendar- Weather, Seasons

Change- Cycles precipiation, wind speeds, and temperatures. M= Predict the weather based on outside conditions.

Change- Patterns Weather changes over time.

Patterns- Charts and Graphs Weather has patterns we can chart. H= Plan your summer vacation according to 

Nature of Science- Tools and Equipment Weather changes over the seasons. seasonal patterns.

Patterns of weather occur across seasons.

4th Nine Unit 09: Exploring Organisms Plants have parts. Subject Appropriate Books L= Label the parts of a plant.

Weeks and Environments Different parts of plants have functions that help plants Science Stations

Properties- Organisms survive. Poems M= Assemble an animal puzzle. 

Nature of Science- Critical Thinking Animals can be identified and sorted by their coverings

Patterns- Organisms (exoskeletions, skin, feathers, or scales). H= Compare 2 different animals based on their

Animals need exoskeletons (skin, feathers, or scales) to external characteristics and how it would protect

protect them from their environment, as well as other them from the elements. 

animals. 

Plants and animals have observable characteristics that

can be used to compare and sort them into groups. 


